Abstract
Introduction
In mathematics, the multiplication operation of two integers a and b is simply written as b a´. But in application, this direct formula is only suitable for those cases where the two integers and their multiplication result are all not too much. That is, they must be able to be stored in the INT or LONG class of the programming language. If not, we must solve it in other methods. A very simple idea is to split the integer into many digits and store it in array, every item of the array stores a digit of the integer. Many scholars and professors have proposed several algorithms to solve this problem, of which shift addition algorithm and FFT based algorithm are more popular. The shift addition algorithm is efficient and simple, and it is also fit for the idea of vertical formula in mathematics. The FFT based algorithm needs two times of FFT operation and one times of multiplication of sequence. Besides, FFT involves complex operation, and it requests that the integers must be n 2 digits long. All these limits degrade the whole efficiency. In this paper, a novel algorithm based on finite discrete convolution of digital signal processing is proposed. This algorithm also splits large integers into many digits and stores them in array, every item of array stores a digit of large digit. Different from shift addition algorithm, this algorithm solves the multiplication of large integers using finite discrete convolution. In this way, the integer can be any large; the only limit is the memory of computer. The result of finite discrete convolution of the sequence of large integers needs simple process to become the multiplication of large integers. When processing large integers less than 150 digits, the time cost is less than 1 millisecond. Even when the large integer is larger than 300 digits, the time cost is only several milliseconds. In application, such integers are large enough to process most cases. Algorithm analysis and lots of experimental results show that this algorithm based on finite discrete convolution is much more efficient and is of great significance [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Existing Algorithms for Multiplication of Large Integers

Direct Multiplication
This algorithm directly computes the multiplication of two integers. In this algorithm, integers are stored using variables of certain class or type. It is very efficient. But its main problem is that the integers can not be too large. This algorithm can be described as follows:
ALGORITHM NAME: MULTIPLICATION1 INPUT: large integers a,b OUTPUT: the result of a×b
Step 1 0→result, 1→s
Step 2 while b is not equal to 0 do step 3 to step 6
Step 3 a×s×(b mod 10)→temp Step 4 result+temp→result Step 5 s×10→s
Step 6 b÷10→b Step 7 return result
Shift Addition Algorithm
Any simple class or type in any programming language can only denote value of limited Magnitude. To solve the multiplication of large integers, integer is split into many digits and stored in array, every item of array denotes a digit of large integer. In this way, integers of any digits can be solved, and the only limit is the memory of the computer. Shift addition algorithm is highly efficient. It can be described as follows [7] :
ALGORITHM NAME: MULTIPLICATION2
INPUT: integer array a[], b[], and their lengths length_a, length_b
OUTPUT: the result of a×b
Step 1 allocate an array result[], its length length_result is length_a+length_b-1, set the initial values of all its items to be 0
Step 2 for i =0 to length_a do step 3 to step 4
Step 3 for j=0 to length_b do step 4
Step 4 result[i+j]+a[i]×b[j]→result[i+j]
Step 5 return result The result of the above algorithm needs a simple process to become the multiplication result. This processing algorithm can be described as follows:
ALGORITHM NAME: CHULI
INPUT: convolution result a[], array length num OUTPUT: multiplication result res[]
Step 1 0→c
Step 2 for i=n-1 to 0 do step 3 to step 5
Step
Step 6 return res
FFT Based Algorithm
According to convolution principle in digital signal processing, the convolution operation in time domain corresponds to the multiplication operation in frequency domain. If 
The multiplication of integers actually can be considered as finite discrete convolution. FFT based algorithm also splits large integer into many digits and stores them into array, but it needs two times of FFT process and a times of inverse FFT process, and then needs an array multiplication operation. And at last, it needs a process like above CHULI algorithm to get the real multiplication result of original large integers. Although FFT can improve the efficiency transform from time domain to frequency domain, it also brings other unnecessary operations, which needs much time or space to implement.
More important, in FFT algorithm, the original sequence must be of n 2 length. If not, some 0s must be filled before the original sequence. And these unnecessary items also need time and space to process. At last, this algorithm involves complex operation, which adds the difficulty of the whole algorithm. So the application of FFT based algorithm for multiplication of larger integers is limited to some extent [2] .
Finite Discrete Convolution Based Algorithm
Discrete convolution algorithm is a greatly important algorithm in digital signal processing and its related fields, such as linear system analysis. Discrete time convolution can be used to determine the output of a sampled data system from its input and pulse response. A commonly used discrete system is a finite impulse response (FIR) filter. Given discrete sequence ) (i f and ) (i h , their convolution result can be computed using [8] 
Finite discrete convolution can be used to compute the multiplication of large integers. In this algorithm, two large integers are firstly split into many digits and stored in one-dimensional arrays respectively, then reverse one of them and shift it, solve the multiplication results of corresponding digits and add them together. This algorithm can be described as follows:
ALGORITHM NAME: JUANJI
INPUT: large integers array x[],y[], and their length xlength,ylength OUTPUT: convolution of x and y
Step 1 initiate an array z and set its length to be xlength+ylength-1
Step 2 for i=0 to xlength+ylength-2 do step 3 to step 7
Step 3 0→t
Step 4
for j=0 to xlength-1 do step 5 to step 6 Step 8 return z The algorithm output is the convolution of the two large integer sequences. After processed by CHULI algorithm, the multiplication result of two large integers is given. As an example, this multiplication process of 123456 and 789 can be illustrated as figure 1.
Figure 1. illustration of convolution
The convolution result (7,22,46,70,94,118,93,54) can be transformed to the multiplication result by CHULI algorithm, that is (97406784). Here we know that the carry of addition can be larger than two or more digits, not limited within one digit integer {0-9}.
Convolution operation has many important properties, among which the commutative property, associative property and convolution principle are more important. Above FFT based algorithm actually is based on the convolution principle. And according to the commutative property, we have
. That is, the order of parameters of the above JUANJI algorithm can be swapped. And according to the associative property, we have
. That is, the above JUANJI algorithm can be used to solve the multiplication of many large integers. 
Algorithm Analysis and Experimental results
In this multiplication algorithm of large integers based on finite discrete convolution, every large integer is split into many digits and stored in an array, every item in array stands for a digit of the large integer. In this way, the integer can be any large, and the only limit is the size of memory. Using finite discrete convolution, the multiplication result can be easily solved. To test this algorithm, lots of experiments are done. In experiment, the algorithm is implemented using visual C# 2008, the hardware platform is (CPU:2.8GHz×2;RAM:4GB;HardDisk:320GB). As to large integers of less than 150 digits, the time cost is much less than 1 millisecond, which can be ignored. When the large integers becomes more than 300 digits long, the time is only several milliseconds. Even the original large integers becomes nearly 50000 digits, the multiplication only needs about 40 seconds. In application, such integers are large enough. So this algorithm is of great significance. The interface of the program is shown as 
Conclusion
In this paper, several existing algorithms for multiplication of large integers are discussed, and then a new multiplication algorithm based on finite discrete convolution is proposed. The large integer is split into many digits, every digit is stored as an item in array. In this way, there is no limit to the length of original large integer, and large integers in any length can be solved. This algorithm is implemented using Visual C# 2008 and run on popular PC platform. Even the original large integers becomes nearly 50000 digits, the multiplication only needs about 40 seconds. Algorithm analysis and lots of experimental results all show that this algorithm has high efficiency and is of great significance.
